
 

                                   The Keystone Fence™ 

 

Road culverts are the most common beaver damming problem we encounter. Beavers often dam in 
culverts because with a little bit of work the entire roadbed becomes a large dam. To a beaver, a road 
bed with a culvert probably looks like a dam with a hole that must be repaired. 

The Keystone Fence™ eliminates beaver damming of culverts. Beaver Solutions™ has installed 
several hundreds of these devices with a 95% success rate despite the continued presence of beavers. 
This device eliminates the cost of continued culvert clearing, repairs and trapping. 

There are 3 reasons why the Keystone Fence™ is so effective at protecting culverts from beaver 
damming. First, damming 30 to 50 feet of fence is a lot more work for the beavers than simply 
plugging a narrow culvert. This discourages damming. See diagram. Second, if beavers begin to dam 
near the culvert the fence forces their damming away from the culvert which also discourages them. 
Third, if the beavers are determined to dam the fence, as they dam on the fence the opening that the 
water flows into becomes wider and wider. Therefore less water is moving through the fence where 
the beavers are damming. The decreasing water flow through the fence at the point of damming 
further decreases the damming stimulus for beavers.  

Note, any device exposed to the seasons and the beavers will require some maintenance. While our 
Keystone Fences™ are designed to be very low maintenance, this maintenance is important. Quarterly 
all floated leaves and sticks should be cleared from the fence in order to keep the beavers from 
damming on it. When this routine maintenance is performed as recommended, the Keystone Fence™ 
will remain effective for many years.  
 
Since our customer’s satisfaction and our reputation are very important to us, we offer an optional low 
cost Maintenance Plan. A “Worry-Free Guarantee” is included with every Maintenance Plan at no 
additional cost. See attached. However, if you prefer to do the maintenance, we are always available to 
answer any questions at no charge because the success of your flow device, your satisfaction and our 
good reputation are very important to us. 
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